Urinary dopamine and turn bias in traumatized women with and without PTSD symptoms
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Abstract

Turning biases are known to occur in the direction of the brain hemisphere with decreased dopamine (DA). Although elevations in urinary DA have been shown in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), evidence for dysregulation of dopaminergic activity in the brain is lacking. Turn bias and urinary DA levels were examined in mothers of childhood cancer survivors. As expected, cancer trauma mothers with PTSD symptoms (n = 14) had higher urinary DA levels than trauma mothers without PTSD symptoms (n = 7) and controls (n = 8) (P = 0.01). Groups were also significantly different in prevalence of left turn bias (P = 0.03). All controls (100%) showed a left turn bias compared to 75 and 37.5% prevalence among trauma mothers with and without PTSD, respectively. Urinary DA levels and turn bias rates were not correlated. Results lend support for further exploration of DA in traumatized groups with and without PTSD.
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1. Introduction

Among rodents, a preference for turning left or right has been associated with higher dopamine (DA) concentrations contralateral to the preferred side [27]. Turn biases have also been reported in normal humans [4,15,20,21,25] and in patients with dopaminergic abnormalities such as schizophrenia [3,6] and Parkinson’s disease [5]. Results typically show a left turn bias for right-handed normal individuals and a bias being moderated toward the hemisphere with decreased DA in abnormal populations [3,4,20].

It has been proposed that cortical DA is dysregulated in traumatized individuals [11,14,24]. Recent studies among rodents indicate pre-existing (prior to stressor exposure) turn biases are associated with differential vulnerability to stressors and asymmetry in subcortical DA metabolism [7,8,12,17]. Thus, turn bias may be a marker for pre-existing stressor vulnerability, as well as for relative asymmetry in dopaminergic activity. In addition, animal data indicate changes in dopaminergic activity after stress differ as a function of the intensity and duration of the stressor [10,19,22,23]. Thus, it may be useful to explore turn bias and DA among individuals with varied levels of stressor exposure.

A search of the literature revealed no published studies of turn bias or cortical DA in a chronic stress or traumatized human population. However, several studies have demonstrated peripheral DA perturbations in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). For example, studies have found increased plasma DA (male combat veterans [15]) and urinary DA (male combat veterans [26], adult female victims of childhood sexual abuse [18], abused and neglected boys and girls [9]). Whereas peripheral DA levels do not directly elucidate cortical DA functioning, further exploration of the role of DA in trauma populations at all levels appears warranted.

The present study had three aims. First, we sought to replicate and extend urinary DA elevations found in previous PTSD studies by use of a sample of females traumatized as adults. No previous study of DA among women traumatized as adults was found. Furthermore, only one DA study in a PTSD sample included a comparison group of traumatized individuals without PTSD symptoms [18]. Although
urinary DA elevations were specific to the PTSD group in that study, further investigation is warranted to verify that DA dysregulation is associated with PTSD and not trauma exposure per se. We expected higher levels of urinary DA in those with PTSD symptoms compared to nontraumatized controls. Following the results of Lemieux and Coe [18], we further expected DA elevations to be found only in traumatized mothers with (not those without) PTSD symptoms.

Second, we examined evidence for a turn bias suggestive of a hemispheric imbalance in dopaminergic activity. Based on the methods and findings of Yazgan et al. [25] with humans and animal studies of DA, turn bias and stress [7,8,12,17], we hypothesized a left turn bias in controls and a reduction in the strength of the left turning bias in the trauma sample. Within the trauma group, rationale for a difference between those with and without PTSD symptoms is less clear. If individuals with PTSD symptoms have a pre-existing vulnerability to stress and/or experience more acute stress (in the form of flashbacks and intense distress at exposure to trauma cues), perhaps the greatest reduction in left turning bias should be seen among women with compared to those without PTSD symptoms.

Third, exploratory analysis sought to examine the relationship between turn bias and urinary DA levels. Although it is unlikely that peripheral measures of DA reflect asymmetry in dopaminergic activity, as indicated by turn bias, our aim was to test this assumption.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Participants included 23 mothers of pediatric cancer survivors (n = 15) and without PTSD symptoms (n = 8) and control mothers of healthy children (n = 9). Urine samples were lost for three mothers, resulting in one less subject per group for all analyses involving urinary DA. Trauma mothers were identified through the UCLA tumor registry information and sent an initial letter outlining the study. Interested trauma mothers were asked to return a postage-paid letter giving permission for researchers to telephone them with further information. Trauma mothers were asked to participate only if their child was (a) alive, (b) off active cancer treatment for at least 1 year, and (c) considered a cancer “survivor” with no current relapse. Control mothers were identified through advertisements posted throughout the UCLA campus. The study was approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board.

Subjects were prescreened during a telephone interview for general health and medication use and excluded if they reported a chronic health problem or medication use known to influence neuroendocrine function. Subjects were instructed to refrain from substance (tobacco, alcohol, or drugs) or any medication use 24 h prior to urine collection and this information was verified again after collection. Subjects also reported on sleep quality on the night of the urine collection.

2.2. Procedures

All participants were administered the Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS) [13]. This widely used instrument assesses PTSD based on DSM-IV criteria [1]. Internal consistency is high (α = 0.92 for symptom items), and the instrument shows good sensitivity (0.82) and specificity (0.77) [13]. Subjects were also administered the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) to assess potential effects of symptoms of co-morbid depression [2].

DA levels were assessed from a 12-h overnight urine collection conducted within days of the assessment of turn bias (but not the same day).

Turn bias was assessed using the method reported by Yazgan et al. [25]. Subjects were told before testing that they would be performing a task for the purposes of investigating gait. Participants were escorted into a symmetrical room. From the middle of the room, they were instructed to walk back and forth between two points 5 m apart. To avoid the possibility of an environmental cuing effect, the experimenter stood at the middle starting point and the room was spacious and symmetrical (i.e. no pictures or windows on either wall). The procedure was stopped after participants completed five turns.

For further information regarding the sample, procedures, and assay information see Glover and Poland [16].

2.3. Statistical analyses

Shapiro Wilks tests for normality indicated normal distributions for urinary DA. Natural log transformation was used to correct for nonhomogeneity of variance. Subsequent Levene statistics indicated variances were not significantly different across groups.

To separate effects of trauma exposure versus PTSD symptoms specifically, two planned contrasts (a) controls versus trauma subjects with and without PTSD (effect of trauma exposure) and (b) trauma subjects with and without PTSD (effect of PTSD). Age was entered as a covariate in the urinary DA analysis. To test whether limited sample size precluded detection of group effects in the three-group ANCOVA, a two-group ANCOVA was also performed, comparing PTSD subjects versus all non-PTSD subjects (trauma mothers without PTSD and controls). Following methods by Bracha et al. [6], turn bias was computed by dividing the number of left turns by the total number of turns (percentage of leftward turns) out of five trials. Dichotomous coding assigned >50% leftward turns as left biased and <50% leftward turns as right biased. Yazgan et al. [25] found that left-handed participants did not show...
the left turn bias found in right-handed participants. Due to the small number of left-handers in the sample (n = 4), the sample was stratified by handedness and chi-square results on frequency of left turn bias is reported only for right-handed participants (N = 28: n = 8, 12, and 8 for T-No PTSD, T-PTSD, and controls, respectively).

Correlational analyses explored the relationship between the percentage of leftward turns and urinary DA levels.

All analyses were repeated with total scores on the BDI as a covariate to determine whether effects were influenced by symptoms of co-morbid depression.

3. Results

3.1. Sample characteristics

A majority of subjects were married (81.3%), middle to upper class in economic status (75.4%) and Caucasian (67.7%). Remaining subjects identified themselves as Latina (12.9%), Black (3.2%), Asian (6.5%), or “other” (9.7%). Groups did not differ on these demographic variables but there was a significant difference in age across groups [F(2, 26) = 4.32, P = 0.02]. Contrasts revealed the trauma groups were not different from each other (mean, S.D.: 34.4 ± 5.2 years), but were older than controls (mean, S.D.: 129.5 ± 68.03). The ANCOVA verified a group difference in DA (µg/l) [F(2, 28) = 3.53, P = 0.05] and planned contrasts indicated this effect was not due to trauma exposure per se (trauma versus controls P = 0.16) but a result of PTSD specifically (T-PTSD versus T-No PTSD P = 0.06). A two-group ANCOVA confirmed that the trauma plus PTSD group had higher urinary DA than those without PTSD (controls and trauma mothers) [F(1, 28) = 7.22, P = 0.01]. This same pattern occurred when analyses excluded left-handed participants.

3.3. Turn bias

A left turn bias (i.e. >50% leftward turns out of five trials, see Table 1) predominated only among control mothers, as hypothesized. A binomial test of the null hypothesis (equivalent proportions of left versus right turns) was rejected for controls (P = 0.008) but not trauma mothers (P = 0.50). Chi-square analysis further indicated that the proportion of subjects with a left turn bias was greater in controls (100%) compared to trauma mothers (60%) [χ²(1, N = 28) = 4.48, P = 0.03].

Within the trauma groups, results were unexpected. Contrary to our hypothesis, trauma mothers without PTSD symptoms showed a trend for the lowest proportion of left turn bias (37.5%) compared to trauma mothers with PTSD symptoms (75%) [χ²(1, N = 20) = 2.81, P = 0.09]. The majority of left-handed participants (75%) had a left turn bias, but the small sample of left-handers precluded statistical analysis by group. See Table 1.

3.4. Urinary DA and turn bias

Exploratory correlations between percentage of left turn bias and urinary DA levels showed no relationship for either trauma group or the whole sample (Pearson r < 0.12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-PTSD (m = 12)</th>
<th>T-No PTSD (m = 8)</th>
<th>Controls (m = 8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case no.</td>
<td>No. of left turns</td>
<td>Case no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of left turns over five trials across groups

Italicics number cases dichotomized as left turners.

Within the trauma groups, results were unexpected. Contrary to our hypothesis, trauma mothers without PTSD symptoms showed a trend for the lowest proportion of left turn bias (37.5%) compared to trauma mothers with PTSD symptoms (75%) [χ²(1, N = 20) = 2.81, P = 0.09]. The majority of left-handed participants (75%) had a left turn bias, but the small sample of left-handers precluded statistical analysis by group. See Table 1.

Exploratory correlations between percentage of left turn bias and urinary DA levels showed no relationship for either trauma group or the whole sample (Pearson r < 0.12).
Results for urinary DA, turn bias, or their relationship were not altered by BDI depression scores.

3.5. Urinary DA, turn bias, and PDS severity

Exploratory correlations between PDS severity and urinary DA showed no relationship for either trauma group or whole sample (Pearson r < 0.10).

4. Discussion

These data lend further support for investigation of the role of DA in trauma-exposed groups. This is the first report of urinary DA levels among females with PTSD symptoms who were traumatized as adults. The urinary DA elevation found in mothers with PTSD symptoms replicates and extends previous findings among males and females traumatized as children [9,18] and males traumatized as adults [26]. The finding that the DA elevation is exclusive to the PTSD group further replicates the only other DA study comparing individuals with versus without PTSD symptoms [18]. The reduced left turn bias found in trauma mothers supports the hypothesis of hemispheric imbalance in dopaminergic activity in individuals who have been exposed to extreme stress [11,14,24]. However, whereas the urinary DA elevation was exclusive to those with PTSD symptoms, reduced left turn bias was not.

In fact, left turn bias was most reduced in the trauma group without PTSD symptoms. The lack of correlation between urinary DA levels and turn bias rates in either trauma group supports the assumption that separate mechanisms govern these variables. The present data further suggest that DA perturbations are present in all previously traumatized individuals, but differ in form as a function of current PTSD symptoms.

This preliminary report suggests further exploration of DA in trauma samples may be informative. Future turn bias studies with larger trauma samples should also include males, based on evidence of a gender difference and menses stage effects in turn bias [20,21]. Also, inclusion of cerebral indicators of DA (e.g. cerebral spinal fluid homovanillic acid, as suggested by Deutch and Young [11]) may lead to further understanding of the etiology or neuroendocrine sequelae of trauma exposure and PTSD.
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